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The UK’s No.1
KS2 SATS Range

Everything you need to know about
CGP's brand new KS2 SATS Range!

KS2 SATS Explained
The KS2 SATS can be confusing, but don’t panic — this guide has everything you need to find the
best products to help your child get ready for the tests!

What are the KS2 SATS?
The KS2 SATS are national tests set by the government, used to measure a child’s progress
throughout Primary School. They’re taken in May at the end of KS2 (Years 3-6).

What are the KS2 SATS used for?
Pupils’ scores from the KS2 SATS are used to measure the performance of the school, pupils’
progress and to help put pupils into ability groups in Year 7.

What subjects are tested?
Maths

English

Pupils sit three Maths papers:

Pupils sit three English papers:

•

one on Arithmetic

•

one on Reading

•

two on Reasoning

•

one on Spelling

•

one on Grammar,
Punctuation & Spelling

372612761
4021372641
261264672

Selected schools may also be asked to take a national test in Science.

How are the KS2 SATS marked?
Completed papers are sent away to be marked externally and are given a score out of 120.
A score of 100 or more means a pupil is working at the ‘expected standard’ — the level
that the government expects pupils to reach by the end of KS2.
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See the full range at cgpbooks.co.uk

CGP’s Unbeatable KS2 SATS Range...
Revision Books

Question Books

(see page 4)

(see page 6)

Easy‑to‑understand,
colourful study notes,
plus worked examples
and practice questions
at the end of each topic.

Realistic practice
questions on every
topic, perfectly matched
to the Revision Book.
Includes Answers and a
mark scheme.

SAT Busters

10-Minute Tests

(see pages 8-11)

(see page 12)

Pupil‑friendly questions
on a huge range of topics,
with self‑assessment
boxes throughout, and full
answers in a separate book.

Handy chunks of
bite-sized practice —
perfect for quick
bursts of revision.

Practice Papers

Revision Cards

(see page 14)

(see page 16)

When pupils are ready, these
Practice Papers are ideal
to give them a realistic
SATS test experience.
They’re the perfect way for
pupils to learn what it will be
like on test day.

Perfect for pocket‑sized
practice, these cards
have fun questions on the
front and full answers on
the back, plus top tips from
CGP's SATS experts. They’re ideal
for revising in class or at home.

orders@cgpbooks.co.uk

•

0800 1712 712
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Revision Books

£5.95

These unbeatable Revision Books contain everything pupils need to know for the SATS:
• Colourful and clear study notes
• Step‑by‑step worked examples
• Practice questions and answers at the end of each topic

Maths
MLFR23
MLHR23
MHR27

RRP
KS2 Maths SATS Revision Book — Ages 10-11
KS2 Maths SATS Revision Book Stretch — Ages 10-11
Extra‑challenging content for the most able pupils

£5.95
£5.95

KS2 Maths Study Book — Ages 7-11

£5.95

KS2 English SATS Revision Book — Ages 10-11

£5.95

English
E6FR23
E6HR23
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KS2 English SATS Revision Book Stretch — Ages 10-11
Extra‑challenging content for the most able pupils

£5.95

EHR26

KS2 English Study Book — Ages 7-11

£5.95

EGR24

KS2 English: Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Study
Book — Ages 7-11

£5.95

See the full range at cgpbooks.co.uk

Revision Books
4

Every topic on the test
covered, with dedicated
pages on each!

Negative Numbers

that are less than zero —
Negative numbers are just numbers
two’.
you’d read the number ‘–2’ as ‘minus

e Numbers
Adding and Subtracting Negativ
problems using negative numbers.
Number lines are really useful for
Work out –2 – 13.
EXAMPLES: What is –2 + 5?

–2

Count back 10 places, then 3 places
Start at –2

Count on 5 places

Start at –2

0

–1

1

2

3

4

–20

–15

–2

–10

0

The answer is –15

The answer is 3

is 8 °C. The temperature in her
The temperature in Chetna’s cellar
temperature in her garden?
garden is 10 °C colder. What is the
Start at 8 °C
places.
10
back
You need to subtract 10, so count
Her garden
is –2 °C.

EXAMPLE:

–2

–1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Friendly colourful
diagrams to aid
pupils’ understanding

8

Working Out Differences
is 2 °C.
The temperature inside a rocket
is –7 °C.
The temperature outside a rocket
temperatures?
What is the difference between these

EXAMPLE:

Mark the two temperatures
Do a quick sketch of the number line.
there are between them.
on it, then count how many places
to zero, then the
It’s often easiest to count the places
add them together.
number of places after zero and then
0.
There are 7 places between –7 and

–7

–6

–5 –4 –3 –2

–1

0

1

2

There are 2 places
between 0 and 2.

Handy self‑assessment
boxes to easily identify
which subjects need
more focus

7 + 2 = 9 °C.
So the difference in temperature is

rs.”
“I can calculate using negative numbe







Section One — Number & Place Value
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Worked Examples

Step‑by‑step
worked examples
for pupils to follow

1

Work out –3 – 5.
1) Draw a number line first.
2) Start at –3.

–8 –7 –6 –5 –4 –3

3) Count back 5 places.

–8

2

Handy exam tips

the game
6 points. His score at the end of
At the start of a game, Matteo has
?
started with. What is his final score
he
score
the
than
lower
points
9
is

1) Draw a number line first.
3) Then count back 9 places.

3

2

–3 –2 –1 0 1

2) Start at 6.

3

4

5 6

–3 points

Practice questions
for pupils to test
their understanding

each level of
This table shows what is sold on
nce in levels
a superstore. Work out the differe
.
between clothes and electronics

–2 –1 0 1
2 places

orders@cgpbooks.co.uk2 + 6 = 8•
8 levels

2

3

4

5 6

6 places

Toys

Level
5

Clothes

–2

Electronics

6

Items

the
1) Draw a number line first. Mark
two values on it, and count how many
places there are between them.
–2 and 0.
2) First count the places between
There are 2 places.
0 and 6.
3) Then count the places between
There are 6 places.

0800 1712 712

4) Add 2 and 6 together to find
the difference.

5

£5.95

Question Books

These Question Books offer essential practice for pupils to polish their SATS skills:
• Designed to match the Revision Books perfectly
• Bursting with ultra‑realistic practice questions
• Detailed answers and a mark scheme

| | | ||
| | |

atch the
These books m
ic.!
s topic-for-top
Revision Book

| | | | |
| | |

| | ||
| | | | | | |
| | | | | |
| | | | | |
| | | | |
|
|
|
|
|
|
| | | |
||

| | | ||
| | | | | |
| | | | | | |
| | | | | |
| | | | | | |
| | | | | | |
||

Maths
MLFW23
MLHW23
MHW27

RRP
KS2 Maths SATS Question Book — Ages 10-11
KS2 Maths SATS Question Book Stretch — Ages 10-11
Extra‑challenging content for the most able pupils

£5.95
£5.95

KS2 Maths Workbook — Ages 7-11

£5.95

KS2 English SATS Question Book — Ages 10-11

£5.95

English
E6FW23
E6HW23
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KS2 English SATS Question Book Stretch — Ages 10-11
Extra‑challenging content for the most able pupils

£5.95

EHW26

KS2 English Workbook — Ages 7-11

£5.95

EGW22

KS2 Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Question Workbook — Ages 7-11

£5.95

See the full range at cgpbooks.co.uk

Question Books
Pages matched
topic‑for‑topic with
the Revision Book
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Negative Numbers
Use the number line below to help you with the questions on this page.

1

–5

–10

–15

15

10

5

0

Work out each of these calculations.

3 – 7 =

–5 + 10 =

1 mark

2

Claire’s score on a board game is –9.
Claire scores 12 points on her next turn. What is Claire’s score now?

Marks for
every question
— just like the
real tests!

points
1 mark

The temperature in Alba’s fridge is 4 °C.
Alba’s freezer is 17 °C colder than her fridge.

3

What is the temperature in Alba’s freezer?

°C
1 mark

Jim is on floor –3 of an underground car park. He drives down 2 more floors.

4

Which floor is Jim on now?

1 mark

Nila’s bank balance is £3. She buys some food
and her bank balance is now –£8.

5

Handy self‑assessment
boxes and progress
chart to easily
identify which subjects
need more focus

How much was Nila’s food?

£
1 mark

“I can calculate using negative numbers.”
Section One — Number & Place Value

96

Answers

Section One —
Number & Place Value
Pages 2-3 —
Ordering Numbers
1)

8
4
(1 mark for both correct)

2)

Thirty-one thousand,
five hundred and sixty-three
(1 mark)

3)

4 728 942 (1 mark)

4)

632 527, 623 581, 623 458
(1 mark)

5)

319 should be circled. (1 mark)

6)

7841 > 7836
230 799 < 231 030
1 926 709 < 1 926 790
(1 mark for all three correct)

7)

20 000 (1 mark)

8)

499 900 (1 mark)

9)

146 220, 146 202,
140 400, 140 391
(2 marks for order correct.
Otherwise 1 mark for at least
two consecutive numbers given
in the correct order.)

Page 4 —
Negative Numbers
1)

Count on 10 places from –5: 5
Count back 7 places from 3: –4
(1 mark for both correct)

XI

90

XC

11

XIV

55

LV

14

1)

2)

X = 10, so XXX = 30.
V = 5 and I = 1, so VI = 6.
So XXXVI = 30 + 6 = 36.
(1 mark)

3)

M = 1000 so MM = 2000.
I = 1 and V = 5, so IV = 4.
So 2000 + 4 = 2004. (1 mark)

4)

M = 1000 and CM = 900.
X = 10 so XX = 20, and I = 1.
So 1000 + 900 + 20 + 1 = 1921
should be circled. (1 mark)

Page 6 — Decimals
1)

3 (1 mark)

2)

Four thousandths is less
than four hundredths,
so 0.004 < 0.04. (1 mark)
Three hundredths is less
than nine hundredths,
so 0.69 > 0.634. (1 mark)

3)

0.23 should be circled. (1 mark)

4)

0.528 < 0.591, so Ravi’s
lunch is heavier. (1 mark)

5)

0.6, 0.493, 0.421, 0.405
(2 marks for order correct.
Otherwise 1 mark for at least
two consecutive numbers given
in the correct order.)

2)
3)

The answer is 17 less than 4.
Count back 17 places from 4.
It’s 4 places from 4 to 0, then
another 17 – 4 = 13 places.
–13 °C (1 mark)

Page 7 — Rounding

4)

The answer is 2 less than –3.
Count back 2 places from –3.
–5 (1 mark)

2)

129 000 should be circled.
(1 mark)

To get from 3 to 0 you count
3 places. To get from 0 to –8
you count 8 places.
So the difference between
£3 and –£8 is: 3 + 8 = £11
(1 mark)

3)

5)

7100
300 000
(1 mark for both correct)

1)

Write how many stamps each
person has as a number:
Jess has 14 429, and
Padma has 14 011.
14 429 > 14 011,
so Jess has more stamps.
(1 mark)

2)

1.2 = 1.20 and 1.20 < 1.24,
so Hans is taller.
(1 mark)

3)

39 703, 42 561, 42 893, 43 172
(2 marks for order correct.
Otherwise 1 mark for at least
two consecutive numbers given
in the correct order.)

4)

5)

0.04 (1 mark)

6)

You count back 8 places
to get from –2 to –10,
so –2 – 8 = –10. (1 mark)
You count on 5 places
to get from –11 to –6,
so –6 = –11 + 5. (1 mark)
When rounded to the nearest
whole number:
14.4 rounds to 14.
15.5 rounds to 16.
15.3, 14.5 and 14.7 round to 15,
so they should be circled.
(1 mark for all correct)

7)

8)

16 m (1 mark)

5)

7.2 (1 mark)
221.2 (1 mark)

M = 1000 and CM = 900.
V = 5, and I = 1 so II = 2.
So 1000 + 900 + 5 + 2 = 1907.

(1 mark)
M = 1000 and CM = 900.
X = 10, and IX = 9.
So 1000 + 900 + 10 + 9 = 1919.
So Lawrence’s school was
built first. (1 mark)

4830
62 790
(1 mark for both correct)

4)





CGP

Put your Mixed

9)

Progress Chart
Practice scores

in here and see

Section One — Numb

Two hundred and seventeen
thousand, six hundred and
seventy-three (1 mark)

1)

(1 mark)

Count on 12 places from –9:
3 points (1 mark)

Answers

P
CG

Pages 8-9 —
Mixed Practice

Page 5 —
Roman Numerals



© CGP — Not to be photocopied

er & Place Value

lations

Smash through th
e SATS with
CGP's revision an
d practice!

Answers for
every question
so pupils
learn from
their mistakes

Section Three —
Section Four —

& Algebra

/ 10

etry

Section Seven —

/ 12
Statistics
/ 9

Total

/ 80
See if you’re on
0-39

40-64

65-80

target by checking

Had a go at all the

topics? Now try
doing the
Practice Test

0-17

Progress Chart

your marks in the

table below.

You’re not quite
there yet, but don’t
worry. Look at the
chart above and
progress
work out which ones
are your weakest
Really focus on those
topics.
bits — you’ll impro
ve your Maths skills
in no time.
Good job! You’re
doing well, but keep
practising to make
really ready for your
sure you’re
test. If you spot
certain Mixed Pract
that you got a low
ice pages
mark in, go back
and try that sectio
n again.
Well done — you’v
e done brilliantly!
Give yourself a huge
on the back. Keep
pat
working hard and
you’ll be a Maths
star!

18-27

Practice Test at

the back of the

book.

/ 35

You might need
to do a bit more
practice, but don’t
— just keep going
panic
until you know every
thing inside-out.
Well done — you’v
e done a great job!
Make sure that you
your weaker topics
practise
before the test and
you’ll do brilliantly.
Fantastic! You’re
a whizz at every
thing Maths — well
done!
1119 - 19832

•

/ 10

/ 10

Section Six — Geom

28-35

orders@cgpbooks.co.uk

s

ure

To get from –11 to 0
you count 11 places.
To get from 0 to 14
you count 14 places.
So the difference between
–11 °C and 14 °C is:
11 + 14 = 25 °C (1 mark)

© CGP — Not to be photocopied

als & Percentage

Section Five — Meas

Our SATS Revis
ion Books and match
ing SATS Question
KS2 Maths and Englis
Books cover every
h SATS topic — so
you'll be totally ready
for the tests!

Order now at cg
pbooks.co.uk

.

/ 17

Fractions, Decim

Ratio, Proportion

how you’ve done
/ 12

Section Two — Calcu

0800 1712 712

This page may be
photocopied
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SAT Busters — English

£3.95

Our huge range of English SAT Busters are designed for targeting specific SATS skills:
• SATS‑level questions testing every technique pupils need to master
• Book 2s to follow Book 1s with more brilliant practice
• Fantastic money‑saving bundles available — every book in each set for just £10!

Reading Foundation

For pupils who need a bit of extra help

RRP

E6FFRF21

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Foundation: Fiction

£3.95

E6FFRN21

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Foundation: Non-Fiction

£3.95

E6FFRP21

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Foundation: Poetry

£3.95

E6FFRA21

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Foundation: Answer Book

£2

E6FRBB21

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Foundation Bundle

£10

Reading Book 1s
E6FRF22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster: Fiction Book 1

£3.95

E6FRN22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster: Non-Fiction Book 1

£3.95

E6FRP22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster: Poetry Book 1

£3.95

E6FRA22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster: Answer Book 1

£2

E6FRB22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Book 1 Bundle

£10

Reading Book 2s
E6FRF222

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster: Fiction Book 2

£3.95

E6FRN222

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster: Non-Fiction Book 2

£3.95

E6FRP222

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster: Poetry Book 2

£3.95

E6FRA222

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster: Answer Book 2

£2

E6FRB222

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Book 2 Bundle

£10

Reading Stretch

8

Extra‑challenging content for the most able pupils

E6HRF22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Stretch: Fiction

£3.95

E6HRN22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Stretch: Non-Fiction

£3.95

E6HRP22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Stretch: Poetry

£3.95

E6HRA22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Stretch: Answer Book

£2

E6HRB22

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster Stretch Bundle

£10

See the full range at cgpbooks.co.uk

SAT Busters — English
SPaG Foundation

RRP

For pupils who need a bit of extra help

E6FG21

KS2 English SAT Buster Foundation: Grammar

£3.95

E6FP21

KS2 English SAT Buster Foundation: Punctuation

£3.95

E6FS21

KS2 English SAT Buster Foundation: Spelling

£3.95

E6FGA21

KS2 English SPaG SAT Buster Foundation: Answer Book

£2

E6FGB21

KS2 English SPaG SAT Buster Foundation Bundle

£10

SPaG Book 1s
E6G23

English SAT Buster: Grammar Book 1

£3.95

E6P24

English SAT Buster: Punctuation Book 1

£3.95

E6S24

English SAT Buster: Spelling Book 1

£3.95

E6GA23

English SPaG SAT Buster: Answer Book 1

£2

E6SBB24

KS2 English SPaG SAT Buster Book 1 Bundle

£10

SPaG Book 2s
E6G223

KS2 English SAT Buster: Grammar Book 2

£3.95

E6P223

KS2 English SAT Buster: Punctuation Book 2

£3.95

E6S223

KS2 English SAT Buster: Spelling Book 2

£3.95

E6GA223

KS2 English SPaG SAT Buster: Answer Book 2

£2

E6GB223

KS2 English SPaG SAT Buster Book 2 Bundle

£10
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2b

28
5

Engaging
texts to
widen pupils’
knowledge
(Reading
only)

Fact Retrieval Questions

6

2d

2b

INFEREN

Retrieval Questions
InfereFact
nce Qu
estions
information from the text.

CE questions get
questions, you just need to pick out
RETRIEVA
For FACTyou
they hoisted the flour up to
.
to dig a Lbit
think carefully
deep
“Here,” she said with irritation. Together her struggles with the egg,
see if you can answer these questions
er, so
thencan
abouRead
andthey
again
t wha‘The
Baking
t’s goin
seem quite trick
g onBattle’
d...’In return, Jack, having spotted
in the story, you
confirme
the scales.
y — but if you
without getting any shell in the mixture.
should find the
one
break
6) Read the paragraph beginning ‘The sight
to
1)
how
ated
Read the first
demonstr
answer. Try thes
his technique with the final egg,
paragraph.
like.
tried
she
look
box.
one
when
each
but
Tick
Demi
e
ones
text?
and
sceptical,
the
Jack
of
looked
.
part
about what
facts can be found in thisDemi
How did Jackson
she smiled broadly.
Write down one thing you are told
1) feel
Which of the followingbaking
the frown slipped from her face and
about the agre
announced the pairs for Year 6’s
ement? Tick one
boy
A hushed silence fell as Mrs Fenton
especially nervous — a small, skinny
box. ................................................................
Mrs Fenton.
called
go,”
to
sworn
competition. Two of the class were
hour
were
an
They
“Half
...............
Demi.
He was angry Jack: .............................................
people.
whose name was
about it.
to do only for rich
called Jack and a girl with a ponytail
The air-raid shelters
nothing were
agreed on was that they wanted
urgently. From that point on, they
enemies, and the only thing they
Demi and Jack glanced at each other
they worked together,
He was satisfied
................................
to fight against each other. Instead, strengths. Demi had
with each other.
tryingarea.
stoppedthe
with it. ..........................................................................................
2 marks
both of their
Demi:
for people visiting
only
were
the tasks in a way that played to
shelters
dividing
air-raid
The
called.
Fenton
ts
He didn’t care
“Jack Hunter and Demi Lewis,” Mrs
a knack for weighing out ingredien
about it.
from across
precisely, while Jack’s whisking left
other
each
at
scowled
They
fell.
Demi’s heart sank. Jack’s face
the batter .lump free. Demi knew
He was sad abo
The air-raid shelters were used to escape bombing
was
ut it.
the room.
how to grease the cake tin, but it
everyone moved
the
2) When the competition began,
Jack who was so good at pouring
***
that he didn’t spill a drop.
Warin One.
batter
World
sleepily
during
used
were
quickly
shelters
cake
air-raid
their
The
lazily
Just in time, they passed
slowly
1 mark
waited to begin. Demi sighed.
they
as
table
the
their
1 mark
at
into
it
Demi
Jack jostled
to Mrs Fenton, who slid
, but she was desperate to win the
of
Working with Jack was a nightmare
oven. The pair grinned, all signs
to let Jack get in the way of that.
1 mark
2)
going
had
answer.
wasn’t
they
‘Jac
she
your
Once
and
n,
Circle
kso
gone.
competitio
n had rolled his
their bitter feud
eyes every time
, everything had
started toalong...’
the garage.’
his dad had ask
Fenton.
d cooperate
ed him to tidy
“Okay, start baking!” declared Mrs
beginning ‘The three wandere
gone according to plan, and they
7) Read the paragraphthe
How
triumph.
would
doe
they
recipe,
sure
s this suggest
were
Umar identify
ly. Having glanced through
Jackson felt abo
the evidence that helped Nathan, Tia and
Everyone sprang into action immediate time, so did
In the process,
with the
ut being that
Jack.table
wrong for Demi and Jack after the
Complete the
same
askewent
***
d to tidy
3) What was the first thing
Demi dived for the flour, but at the
the air in
the garage?
............................
flour all over the table and up into
up their table, but they stopped instantly
bag was knocked over, scattering
.....................
ion started?
competit
Jack and Demi had begun to tidy
..............
each room. One has been done for you.
............................
front of the room, clutching two
the
to
clouds of white dust.
walking
Fenton
Mrs
saw
............................
when they
.................
break
.......
“You
hand.
her
in
.......
angrily.
............................................
...............
............................
gold medals
Jack, glaring
1 mark
............................................................
“The flour should be my job,” insisted
.......
...............
..............
Evidence
............................
she declared.
Room
the eggs.”
............................
“And in first place... Alison and Tyrone!”
.................
the first egg
cracked
she
when
But
breath.
and
Demi agreed, grumbling under her
. They watched glumly as Alison
1 mark
attempted to
she
dismayed
As
were
Demi
messily.
and
Jack
splintered
their
shell
medical room to lift the
ear, stepped forward to receive
against the side of the bowl, the
...’
Tyrone, both beaming from ear to
bowl, she spotted Jack struggling
g ‘“Here,” she said with irritation
turned back around, the class 3) Read the
fish fragments of shell out of the
4) Read the paragraph beginnin
paragraph beg
prizes from Mrs Fenton. As the winners
embossed on the front of both medals.
inning ‘In the
heavy bag of flour.
in this part of the text?
help
could see the image of a chef’s hat
gara
How can you
How did Demi
post office
ge..Jack
.’
tell from this para
Mrs
d
announce
grap
“And now,”
h that nothing
garage for a long
..............
had been touc
............................................................
time?
Fenton, “let’s eat!”
............................................................ hed in the

The Baking Battle

Questions to
test specfic
English skills

old equipment

kitchen

8)

a
2 marks
and Jack each grabbed.......
Demi
............................
............................................
.....................
............................................................
...............
slice of their cake and devoured
...............
..............
............................
it enthusiastically, savouring the
............................
..........
delicious taste. They may not
1 mark
have won the competition, but
Who reminded everyone of the time?
they had to admit that once they
theyd
ion after Demi cracked the final egg?
4) s,Rea
put aside their difference
the paragraph
5) How long was left in the competit
and
beginnin
g ‘When the dus
made a pretty great cake —
.
...............
...............
Who
t had settled.
are the ‘lines
..............................
2 hours
better team.
an even
..’
of eager eyes’?
15 minutes
1 mark
...........................................................................
30 minutes
hour

1 mark

1

............................

............................

?
did Nathan, Tia and Umar want to visit the museum

9) Why
Explain your answer fully.
Section 1 — The Baking Battle

© CGP — not to be photocopied

..............
answer.
your
Circle
.......
..............

Section 3 — The
Old Photograph
Section 1 — The Baking Battle

© CGP — not to be photocopied

1 mark

............................

.................
1 mark

Section 1 — The Baking Battle

.............................................................

...........................................................................

© CGP — not to

© CGP — not to be photocopied

be photocopied

.............................................................

...........................................................................

.............................................................

...........................................................................

2 marks

Tellastauriuses can pick out information from
the trickiest of texts. How did you get on?
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SAT Busters — Maths

£3.95

Our bestselling Maths SAT Busters target specific skills that pupils need for the SATS:
• Bursting with realistic practice questions
• Book 2s to follow Book 1s with more brilliant practice
• Fantastic money‑saving bundles available — every book in each set for just £10!

Maths Foundation

For pupils who need a bit of extra help

RRP

M6FSMD21 KS2 Maths SAT Buster Foundation: Geometry, Measures & Statistics

£3.95

M6FARI21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Foundation: Arithmetic

£3.95

M6FN21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Foundation: Number, Ratio & Algebra

£3.95

M6FA21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Foundation: Answer Book

£2

M6FSBB21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Foundation Bundle

£10

Maths Book 1s
M6SMD24

KS2 Maths SAT Buster: Geometry, Measures & Statistics Book 1

£3.95

M6ARI24

KS2 Maths SAT Buster: Arithmetic Book 1

£3.95

M6N24

KS2 Maths SAT Buster: Number, Ratio & Algebra Book 1

£3.95

M6A24

KS2 Maths SAT Buster: Answer Book 1

£2

M6SBB24

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Book 1 Bundle

£10

Maths Book 2s
M6HSMD22 KS2 Maths SAT Buster Stretch: Geometry, Measures & Statistics Book 2

£3.95

M6ARI222

KS2 Maths SAT Buster: Arithmetic Book 2

£3.95

M6N222

KS2 Maths SAT Buster: Number, Ratio & Algebra Book 2

£3.95

M6A222

KS2 Maths SAT Buster: Answer Book 2

£2

M6SBB222

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Book 2 Bundle

£10

Maths Stretch

10

Extra‑challenging content for the most able pupils

M6HSMD22 KS2 Maths SAT Buster Stretch: Geometry, Measures & Statistics

£3.95

M6HARI22

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Stretch: Arithmetic

£3.95

M6HN22

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Stretch: Number, Ratio & Algebra

£3.95

M6HA22

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Stretch: Answer Book

£2

M6HSBB22

KS2 Maths SAT Buster Stretch Bundle

£10

See the full range at cgpbooks.co.uk

SAT Busters — Maths
Section 1 — Whole Nu

mbers

Questions covering every
topic, with dedicated
pages for each

1

Written Addition

Mental Maths Warm
Up
Answer these as quick
ly as

you can, saying your
answer out loud or in
your head...
1) Think of 5 pairs of
numbers that add to
10�
2) Say the value of
each digit in the num
ber
1234
5�
3) Work out 17 + 5 in
your head�
4) Work out 3 + 4 +
5 in your head�

Helpful tips
from the
experts

Answers: 1) E�g� 1+9,
2+8, 3+7, 4+6, 5+5
2) one ten thousand,
two thousands, three
hundreds, four tens,
five ones 3) 22 4) 12

Now try these. Do your
working in the spaces,
and copy your answers
One has been done for
into
you.
1)

21 + 34

5)

Start with the units:
1+4=5

21
+ 34

the boxes.

94 + 38

Then the tens:
2+3=5

55

55
2)

3)

15 + 64

6)

Marks for every question
— just like the real thing

1 mark

134 + 451

1 mark

38 + 45

7)

1 mark

208 + 512

3

19) 202 + 8798

1 mark

8)

1 mark

337 + 228

| || | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

Adding three numbers works
just the same as adding two
numbers together.

| | | | | | |
||

23) 222 + 33 + 44

| | | | | | | ||

Addition
Writ4) ten
73 + 87

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
| | ||
||

1 mark
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1 mark

Section 1 — Whole Num

bers

1 mark

1 mark

24) 207 + 304 + 442

48
1 mark

1 mark

the book.
as you work through
how you’re getting on.
Fill in your scores below
your total marks to see
of each section, find
Once you get to the end

Scoresheet for the
whole book to target
specific skills
25) 1422 + 337 + 61

21) 86425 + 57386

Written Addition
Written Subtraction
and 1000
Multiplying by 10, 100
1000
Dividing by 10, 100 and

26) 88888 + 777 + 4444

22) 27287 + 3443

Score

Section 1

1 mark

1 mark

Scoresheet

Dividing by 10, 100 and

/7

/ 15

Dividing with Decimals
on
Short and Long Divisi
with Decimals
Total for Section 2

Remainders
Short Division with No

/7

Section 3

Total for Section 1

/ 14

Adding Fractions

/ 14

Adding Fractions with
ors
Different Denominat

/ 169

to see how you’re
Look at your total score
need more practice:
doing and where you
worry if you got lots
0 – 180 — Don’t
wrong� Revise the skills
with
that you’re struggling
go�
and then have another
doing well� Take a
181 – 270 — You’re
ons
secti
any
at
back
look
and
you’re struggling with
have another go to make
y�
happ
e
sure you’r

Handy
self‑assessment
boxes to monitor
pupils’ progress

/7

/ 18

/5

/7

als

Multiplying with Decim

Long Multiplication

/6

/ 15

1000

/ 13

Mixed Questions

Section 1 — Whole Numbers

and 1000

Short Multiplication

inders

orders@cgpbooks.co.uk

Multiplying by 10, 100

/7

/5

Long Division with Rema

© CGP — not to be photocopied

Subtracting Decimals

Multiples and Factors

inders

A Calcugator can add up numbers with more
box.
than 4 digits in columns. Can you? Tick the

/ 33

/ 15

Remainders
Long Division with No

1 mark

/ 15

Adding Decimals

Using Times Tables

Short Division with Rema

1 mark

Score

Section 2

/ 25

Subtracting Fractions
with
Subtracting Fractions
ors
Different Denominat
Mixed Numbers
Multiplying Fractions
Dividing Fractions
Percentages
Decimals, Fractions
and Percentages

/7
/ 13
/ 79

Score
/7
/ 14
/7
/5
/ 10
/ 14
/7
/ 14
/6

Total for Section 3

/ 84

Total for Book

/ 332

doing really well�
271 – 332 — You’re
Give yourself a pat on
the back�

M6ARI24

20) 27350 + 34201

copied

This page may be photo
Scoresheet

•
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10‑Minute Tests

From
£2.95

Our unbeatable 10‑Minute Tests are perfect for breaking work into manageable chunks:
• 12-18 quick‑fire tests per book
• Challenging SATS‑style questions, full answers and puzzle pages
• Fantastic money‑saving bundles available — every book in each set for just £12!

RRP

Maths
MLFXP22

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Foundation
For pupils who need a bit of extra help

£4.95

MXP23

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Book 1

£4.95

MXP222

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Book 2

£4.95

MLHXP22

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Stretch
Extra‑challenging content for the most able pupils

£4.95

Maths 10‑Minute Tests targeted at specific skills
MMDXP21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Multiplication & Division

£2.95

MFDPXP21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Fractions, Decimals & Percentages

£2.95

MRPXP21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Ratio & Proportion

£2.95

MAXP21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Algebra

£2.95

MPSXP21

KS2 Maths SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Problem Solving

£2.95

English Reading
EFXPR21

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Foundation
For pupils who need a bit of extra help

£4.95

EXPR24

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Book 1

£4.95

EXPR222

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Book 2

£4.95

EHXPR21

KS2 English Reading SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Stretch
Extra‑challenging content for the most able pupils

£4.95

English Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar
EFXPG21

12

KS2 English SPaG SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Foundation
For pupils who need a bit of extra help

£4.95

EXPG23

KS2 English SPaG SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Book 1

£4.95

EXPG222

KS2 English SPaG SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests: Book 2

£4.95

See the full range at cgpbooks.co.uk

10‑Minute Tests
RRP

Money‑saving bundles for English and Maths
EMFXB21

KS2 Maths & English SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests Foundation Bundle inc. MLFXP22, EFXPR21 and EFXPG21

£12

EMXB24

KS2 Maths & English SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests Book 1 Bundle inc. MXP23, EXPR24 and EXPG23

£12

EMXB222

KS2 Maths & English SAT Buster 10-Minute Tests Book 2 Bundle inc. MXP222, EXPR222 and EXPG222

£12

7�

Put a circle around the number that is not a square number�

9
8�

16

36

48

81

100

The following bar chart shows James and Corey’s exam

A wide range of question types
to keep pupils interested

1 mark

results�

Exam marks

50
= James

40

= Corey
30
20
10
0

English

Maths Science History
Subject

Music

In which two subjects did James get a higher score than

Corey?

Every question marked —
just like the real thing

and
1 mark

9�

A pond is 36 m long� A duck swims 4 lengths of the
pond each day�
How far does the duck swim in four weeks?
Show your working� You may get a mark�

End of Set A: Scores

m

heet

2 marks

END OF TEST

You’ve finished a full

/ 10

set of tests — well

Now it’s time to put your
© CGP — not to be photocopied

3

and see how you’re

Set A: Test 1

Score

Test 1

/10

Test 2

/10

Test 3

/10

Test 4

46 – 60

But before you do..

. bend your brain roun

This page may be photo

copied

| | ||
| | | | | | |

| | | | | | | | |
| | | | | | | | |
| | | |

| | | | | | | | ||
||

19

Set A: Scoresheet

1

2

25

Challenging brainteasers
to stretch pupils

4

E

E

B

16
12

7

9
6
C

10
D

C

Fun Puzzle Pages to break
up the hard content

D

Dragon

So Horace’s unicorn is at exit
© CGP — not to be photocopied

d this one

A B

A

Lion

in the table below���

:
Put four coins on a table
, with the ‘tails’ side
up� Turn any three coins
that counts as a ‘mov
over —
e’� In every move you
must turn over three
different coins�
How many moves does
it take to get all four
coins facing ‘heads’
side up?

are square�
The cyclops likes to lure people in with numbers that
If you follow the prime numbers, you’ll find a lion there�
the dragon’s lair�
Pass through only factors of 12 and you’ll end up in
beware���
The multiples of 7 will lead you to the witch’s cave —

Cyclops

out of 60, check it out

If you got a lot of ques
tions wrong, don’t worry
�
Practise the topics you
struggled with,
then have another go
at this set of tests�
If you got half-marks
or better, you’re doing
well�
Look back through the
questions you got wron
g and
brush up on those topic
s� Then try the next
set of tests�
Woohoo! Now have
a go at the next set
of tests
— can you beat your
score?

0 – 29

His trusty unicorn is waiting
Horace is stuck at the centre of a maze with five exits�
other exits, ready to attack�
for him at one exit, but there are enemies hiding at the
below
clues
the
Use
in�
The enemies use numbers to lure people
the exit in the
to find where each one is lurking� Write the letter of
unicorn safely�
box below each enemy to help Horace get back to his

3

/60

Once you’ve got a score

Set B: Puzzle

14

/10

Total

The Mythical Maze

Different enemies
might use the
same number.

/10

Arithmetic Test

30 – 45

| | | ||
| | | | | | | | | |
| | | | | | |

/10

Test 5

Scoresheet for tracking progress and
targeting areas for improvement

done!

scores in here
getting on�

37

Witch

Unicorn

�
Set B: Puzzle

orders@cgpbooks.co.uk
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Practice Papers

From
£5.95

These SATS Practice Papers are the ultimate preparation for the real exams:
• Ultra‑realistic practice papers just like the real tests
• 2‑6 sets of tests per pack (depending which pack you choose)
• Detailed answer book and free Parent's Guide included

| | |
| | | | | |
| | | | | |
| | | | | |
| | | | | |
| | | | | | |
| | |

| | |
| | | | | | | |
||

different.
Every question is
ition between
There’s no repet
acks!
Practice Paper p

| ||
| | | | | |
| | |

| | ||
| | | | | | | |
| | | | | |
| | | | | | |
| | | | | | | |
| || | |

RRP

Maths

14

SMEB26

KS2 Complete SATS Practice Papers Pack: Science, Maths & English - Pack 1

£12.95

SMEB223

KS2 Complete SATS Practice Papers Pack: Science, Maths & English - Pack 2

£12.95

MEB24

KS2 Maths and English SATS Practice Papers Pack - Pack 1

£9.95

MEB223

KS2 Maths and English SATS Practice Papers Pack - Pack 2

£9.95

MHB27

KS2 Maths SATS Practice Papers

£5.95

EHB27

KS2 English SATS Practice Papers

£5.95

See the full range at cgpbooks.co.uk

Practice Papers
A wide range of
original texts —
just like pupils will
get in the exam

— WYRE FOREST MAIL

Dirty and Dangerous
Nasty Jobs from the

Past

:

Throughout history, peop
le have had to do all
jobs to earn enough
money to survive. Luck sorts of dangerous, disgusting
ily, many of these jobs
longer exist and child
ren
no
occupations and be thankgo to school instead. Read about these awfu
l
ful that you don’t do
any of them for a living
…

Gong Scourer
These days, flushing
toilets are taken for grant
until Victorian times,
ed. However,
there was no adequate
drainage
system in most British
cities
down the toilet was inste . Most of what we now flush
ad collected in vast holes
into the ground calle
dug
d cesspits. The unen
viable job of a
gong scourer was to
empty these foul-smel
ling pits.
The name ‘gong scou
rer’ first arose during
the Tudor period, when
an informal name for
a toilet was a ‘gong’.
A gong scourer also
went by other titles, such
as a ‘gong
farmer’ or a ‘night soil
man’.

KS2
© CGP 2017
Set Athan
— English
copying/ more
/ Reading Booklet
5% of this paper is not
permitted

Page 7 of 12
7

© Look and Learn

/ Peter Jackso

n Collection

Due to the very natur
e of
gong scourers were only their job,
to work after nightfall, permitted
when there
were fewer people on
the streets
to be offended by their
sight (and
smell!). They would
shovel the
waste out of the cessp
its, transfer
it into barrels and then
transport
it by horse and cart to
rural
areas. They could then
sell the
waste to farmers to use
as much
sought-after fertiliser
on their fields.

Colourful pages
and engaging
illustrations

© CGP 2016 — copying
KS2 English Set
more
than g
A / Readin
5% of this paper is /not
permitted

Helpful
tips

Questions
gerous: Nasty

Dirty and Dan

Jobs from the

Answers

Realistic
questions!

Past

SECTION 2

ns are about
the Past
These questio
ty Jobs from
gerous: Nas

| | | | | | ||

11. You can give the
answer up to two marks
. Give the answer one
for each point it mentio
mark
| || | | | | | |
| | | |
ns from the table below.
Ask an adult | | | | | | | |
You can also give it
one mark if any of the
if you’re not
points are backed up
sure whether
with a relevant examp
the
from the text. It’s OK
le
is relevant to example
if the example is differe
the point.
nt from the ones given
below.
Point
Evidence
Carried on litter picking
.
They ‘come out every
week’.
Bought new litter picking
equipment.
It is what they plan to
do with their award money
Invested in a local recycli
.
ng scheme.
It is what they plan to
do with their award money
Gone for a day out.
.
Maddy has promised
the children she will
use
some of the award money
Gone on the high ropes
to treat them.
at the local climbing
centre. Riley was hoping
to try them out.

These days,

12

ts are taken

flushing toile

for granted.
e above?

n in the sentenc

granted mea

taken for
s the phrase

What doe

_________

_________
____________

______

____________

____________

1 mark

___

____________

_________
____________

____________

____________

13

What did the

land?

n in Tudor Eng

word gong mea

14

tence and tick

Read each sen

____________

Pupil‑friendly
answers —
straightforward
and easy to
understand

____________

____________

____________

____________

1 mark

one

whether it
box to show

e.

is true or fals
True

False

drainage
improved the
The Victorians
y cities.
systems of man
t because
s worked at nigh ng job.
Gong scourer
usti
spits was a disg
cleaning ces
used
Gong farmers
their fields.

te on

the human was

1 mark

The Victorians

than
— copying more
© CGP 2017
is not permitted
5% of this paper

spits.

invented ces

ing

/ Set A / Read
KS2 English

Page 7 of 16

These are the answ
ers to Section 2 —
Dirty and Dangerou
s: Nasty Jobs from
the

12. It means not apprec

3

|| | | | | | ||

Dirty and Dan

| | | | | | | |
| | | | |
| | | | | |
||

THURSDAY 30th APRIL

Past

iating something becau

13. toilet

se you’re used to it.

14. Give your answe
r one mark if all four
are correct.
The Victorians improv
ed the drainage system
s of many cities. — True
Gong scourers worked
at night because cleanin
g cesspits was a disgus
Gong farmers used
ting job. — True
the human waste on
their fields. — False
The Victorians invente
d cesspits. — False
15. Because the farmer
s used the waste to
fertilise their fields.
16. bad blood
17. Give the answe
r one mark if it mentio
ns one of these things:
• Leeches were fashion
able for doctors to use.
• People believed that
leeches removed ‘bad
blood’.
• People believed that
leeches cured many
illnesses.
18. Give the answe
r one mark if it mentio
ns one of these things:
• The collectors were
reluctant to collect leeche
s.
• The collectors were
scared about collect
ing leeches.
19. Give the answe
r one mark if it mentio
ns two of these words
• suffered
or phrases:
• blood loss
• badly affected
• infected wounds
20. Give the answe
r one mark if it mentio
ns one of these things:
• The number of leeche
s decreased.
• The supply of leeche
s ran out.
• Doctors stopped
using leeches.

KS2 English — Pupil-fr

iendly Answers
© CGP 2018

Marks for every question
— just like the real thing
orders@cgpbooks.co.uk
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0800 1712 712
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Revision Question Cards

£7.99

These bestselling SATS Revision Question Cards are ideal for practice on the go:
• Questions on the front and full answers on the back
• Lots of handy tips from the revision experts
• Packed with colourful illustrations to keep pupils engaged!

RRP

Maths
MHF21

KS2 Maths SATS Revision Question Cards

£7.99

KS2 English SATS Revision Question Cards:
Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling

£7.99

English
EGF21

16

See the full range at cgpbooks.co.uk

Revision Question Cards
Questions get
increasingly
difficult
to build
confidence

1. Place Value

Number &
Place Value

Colourful
illustration
to make s
practising
fun

1) Liam has written down this seven digit
number: 2 4 5 8 1 9 5
a) What is the value of the “2” in Liam’s
number?
b) Which digit is in the thousands place?
2) Read this number out loud: 4 6 7 2
050
3) What number is missing from this sum?
50 360 = 50 000 + ? + 60
4) There were five hundred thousand seals
on seal island but
ten thousand swam away. How many seals
are left?
CHALLENGE

Miley has these six tiles with digits on them
.
By putting the six tiles next to each other
,
what are the two biggest numbers she could
make?

'Challenge'
q
to push puuestions
pils
Number &
Place Value

1. Place Value

ANSWERS

er.
Top Tip
ere it is in the numb
digit depends on wh
.
lue
va
its
The value of each
higher
left a digit is, the
The further to the
0 (two million).
of “2” is 2 000 00
1) a) The value
8.
thousands place is
and fifty.
b) The digit in the
nty two thousand
ve
se
d
an
red
nd
hu
six
,
on
lli
2) Four mi
000 + 300 + 60
3) 50 360 = 50
there are
000 = 490 000, so
4) 500 000 – 10
sand seals left.
ou
th
ty
ne
ni
d
four hundred an
er:
523.
Challenge answ
876 532 and 876
she can make are
ers
mb
nu
st
ge
big
The two

ensure
o
t
s
ip
t
t
n
Brillia
marks
p
o
t
t
e
g
s
il
p
pu
How t
o Use
these
Topics
Cards
coverin
g all
the ke
y

a
KS2 M reas for
aths S
ATS
Quest
ion
the ess s testing
en
skills y tial
ou’ll ne
ed

Numb
er &
Place
Value

ANSW

ERS

Top Tip

1. Place

Value

Publish

ed by

CGP

Value

Challe
ng
really te e questions
to
st your
knowle
dge

The va
lue of
ea
The fur
ther to ch digit de
pends
the lef
1) a)
on
t a dig
The va
it is, the where it is
lue of
in the
higher
b) Th
“2” is
its value number.
e digit
2 000
2) Fo
in the
.
000 (tw
ur mi
thousa
o millio
llion,
nds pla
3) 50
n).
six
ce is 8.
hund
360 =
red an
50 00
4) 50
d seve
0 + 30
0 000
nty tw
0 + 60
four hu – 10 000
o thou
=
sand
ndred
49
and fif
Chall
and nin 0 000, so
enge
ty.
the
ety th
answ
ousand re are
The tw
er:
o bigge
seals
st numb
left.
ers she
can ma
ke are
876 53
2 and
876 52
3.

Complete answers so pupils
get the fullest understanding

Handy
tips to
if you
get stu help
ck
Answe
rs
workin and
g
back o on the
f each
card
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Easy‑to‑understand
instructions to
get the most out
of the cards
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0
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CHALLENGE
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CGP
Our customer service is unbeatable
If you have any questions, we’d love to hear from you. Whether you’d like to discuss
the range of books that would be best for your child, or have a question about a
particular book, we’ll do all we can to help out.

It’s easy to order — with free next-day delivery!
You can order CGP books directly from us, with next working day delivery in the UK.
And what's more, if your order is over £30 — delivery is free!

Get in touch...
Our friendly team is here 8.30am – 5.30pm Monday to Friday
Phone

0800 1712 712

Web

cgpbooks.co.uk

Email

orders@cgpbooks.co.uk

Fax

0800 1814 814

Post	
CGP Customer Services, Broughton-in-Furness, 			
Cumbria, LA20 6BN

Brilliant books, incredible prices...
It has to be CGP!

Coordination Group Publications

